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ABSTRACT
Research progress and challenges related to the automated re-
moval of potentially exploitable, abusable, or unwanted code
features from binary software are examined and discussed.
While much of the prior literature on this theme has focused
on elimination of artifacts—software functionalities unan-
ticipated by the code’s original developers (e.g., bugs)—an
approach for safely and automatically removing features in-
tended by developers but unwanted by individual consumers
is proposed and evaluated. Such a capability is potentially
valuable in scenarios where security-sensitive organizations
wish to employ general-purpose, closed-source, commercial
software in specialized computing contexts where some of the
software’s functionalities are unneeded. In such contexts, un-
wanted functionalities can constitute an unnecessary security
risk, motivating their removal before deployment.

Preliminary experiments using a combination of runtime
tracing, machine learning, and control-flow integrity enforce-
ment indicate that automated software feature removal is
feasible for simple binary programs without source code. Fu-
ture work is proposed for scaling these preliminary results
to larger, more complex software products.

CCS Concepts
•Security and privacy → Software security engineer-
ing; Software reverse engineering;

Keywords
Control-flow Integrity; Software Fault Isolation; Code-reuse
Attacks; Trace Monitors

1. INTRODUCTION
Security of software is widely believed to be inversely

related to its complexity (cf., [32,41]). With more software
features, larger implementations, and more behavioral variety
inevitably come more opportunities for programmer error,
malicious code introduction, and unforeseen interactions
between components.
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Unfortunately, this danger stands at odds with one of the
major economic forces in the software market—the need to
mass-produce ever more general-purpose software in order to
tractibly meet the broadening needs of the expanding base
of software consumers worldwide. Software developers under-
standably seek to create products that appeal to the widest
possible clientele, in order to maximize sales and reduce
overheads. This has led to commercial software products of
increasing complexity, as developers pack more features into
each product they release. As a result, software is becom-
ing more and more difficult to reliably secure as software
becomes more multi-purpose and more complex.

Code-reuse attacks [4, 7, 8, 26, 27] are one example of the
inherent security risks that such feature-accumulation can
introduce. In a code-reuse attack, a malicious software user
amplifies an otherwise low-severity software bug, such as a
memory corruption bug, to hijack the victim software and
control it to perform arbitrary actions. For example, return-
oriented programming (ROP) attacks [24] abuse such data
corruptions to overwrite the stack with a series of attacker-
supplied code addresses. This causes the victim program to
execute attacker-specified gadgets (i.e., code fragments at the
attacker-supplied addresses) when it consults the stack to
return to the current method’s caller. The potential potency
of a ROP attack therefore depends in part on the variety
of gadgets that reside in the victim program’s executable
memory as it runs [11,13]. The larger the software, the more
code gadgets are potentially available to be co-opted by the
attacker, and the more malicious behaviors can potentially
be triggered.

One way to frustrate such attacks is to forcibly reduce
the complexity of the software’s control-flow graph to a
specified subgraph of edges that were originally intended
by the software’s creators to be reachable. For example,
control-flow integrity (CFI) [1, 2, 3,17,20,21,28,29,40] and
software fault isolation (SFI) [18, 31, 36] defenses instrument
programs with extra security guard code that validates the
destinations of jump instructions at runtime. Jumps that
attempt to traverse a graph edge not permitted by the secu-
rity policy are blocked, thereby detecting and averting the
attack. Another approach is to randomize the code in such
a way that unwanted control-flow edges are reachable with
arbitrarily low probability (with respect to a given attacker
model) [12, 15, 19, 39]. Our prior work has introduced SFI,
CFI, and code randomization protections for large, commer-
cial, binary-only (closed source) software in fully automated
solutions [19,33,34,35].

However, all these defenses demand as a prerequisite an
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adequate policy to enforce. Usually this comes in the form of
a whitelist of control-flow graph edges that the policy declares
to be safe. When program source code is available, such a
whitelist can sometimes be derived from the program source
code (e.g., [10]). Alternatively, a conservative, heuristic
disassembly of the binary code can be used in binary-only
settings (e.g., [34,35,40]).

Unfortunately, recent attacks, such as counterfeit object-
oriented programming (COOP) [25], have demonstrated the
exceptional difficulty of deriving control-flow policies conser-
vative enough to preclude hijackings. For example, the seman-
tics of object-oriented programming idioms tend to intention-
ally embody large control-flow graphs that are prone to attack
even when all unintended edges are dropped [5,14,23,37,38].
One prominent source of abusable edges is method inheri-
tance and overriding, which introduces control-flow edges
from all child method call sites to all parent object meth-
ods of the same name and/or type signature. This is often
enough flexibility for attackers to craft counterfeit objects
that traverse only these “intended” control-flow edges—but in
an order or with arguments unforeseen by the developers—to
hijack the program.

Our experiences with such attacks have led us to conclude
that in many operational contexts it is desirable to derive and
enforce control-flow policies that exclude even some of the
developer-intended flows of programs. As an example, con-
sider a command-line file compression/decompression utility
deployed in a security-sensitive operational context where
only the decompression logic is ever used. In such a con-
text, removing the compression logic (and any vulnerabilities
it may contain) from the binary code of the utility could
achieve important reductions in the attack surface of the
system. Other plausible scenarios include removal of multi-
OS compatibility code in contexts where compatibility with
only one particular OS is needed, or removal of parser logic
for file/media formats never used in a particular computing
environment.

In these scenarios, feature removal could potentially take
either of the following forms:

• Code Removal : The binary code that implements the
undesired functionality could be physically deleted (e.g.,
replaced with zeros).

• Control-flow Removal : The binary code that imple-
ments the undesired functionality could be made prov-
ably unreachable—e.g., by instrumenting all computed
jump instructions in the program with logic that pro-
hibits that destination.

In this paper we pursue the latter approach, observing that
it subsumes the the former as a special case, and has the
potential to more substantially reduce the attack surfaces of
software products of modular design. To illustrate, consider
a hypothetical program with critical functionality F1 and
undesired functionality F2, and assume its implementation
contains three binary code blocks c1, c2, and c3. Func-
tionality F1 is implemented by executing c1; c2; c3 (in that
order), whereas functionality F2 is implemented by execut-
ing c2; c1; c3. A strict code removal approach cannot safely
remove any code blocks in this case, since all are needed by
the critical functionality, which must be preserved. How-
ever, a control-flow removal approach can potentially delete
control-flow edges (c2, c1) and (c1, c3) to make functionality

F2 unrealizable. In the special case that some code block
has no in-edges after control-flow removal, it can be deleted
completely.

While there has been much prior work on detecting and
averting code-reuse attacks through trace monitoring, most
of these prior efforts crucially rely on detecting anomalous
behaviors specific to traces not intended by developers—not
on detecting traces intended by developers but unwanted by
consumers. For example, kBouncer [22] detects ROP attacks
by monitoring branch histories and censoring those containing
illegal returns and gadget-chaining characteristics. But these
telltale characteristics are not typically exhibited by attacks
that misuse developer-intended software functionalities.

New techniques are therefore needed to identify and mit-
igate such attacks automatically in closed-source software
products. More generally, we advocate a model that differs
fundamentally from a programmer-intent software security
model [9], instead favoring a data-driven, customer-is-always-
right model in which security policies are derived and enforced
strictly on the consumer side of the software deployment
chain.

In this paper we report on some preliminary efforts to
achieve practical feature removal of binary programs without
source code, and discuss avenues for future research. The
following are contributions:

• We present a method to reduce the size and complexity
of binary software by removing functionalities unwanted
by code-consumers (but possibly intended by code-
producers) without any reliance on source code or debug
metadata.

• We present a new kind of control graph approxima-
tion and show that it helps to reduce false negatives
in the analysis, affording smaller attack surfaces for
complexity-reduced software.

• We propose an entropy-based method for reducing the
false positive rate of this new control graph without
sacrificing its other benefits.

Section 2 first defines and describes our information gain-
based control flow graph with some examples. Section 3
presents preliminary experimental results. Section 4 discusses
future work, and Section 5 concludes.

2. TECHNICAL APPROACH
The example in Section 1 illustrates that control-flow graph

(CFG) edge removal generalizes code removal. Our approach
generalizes that paradigm yet further to control-flow history
removal. Continuing the example, suppose that the program
under consideration has an additional critical functionality
F3 implemented by sequence c1; c1; c3. This prevents removal
of edge (c1, c3) from the CFG, since doing so would break F3.
But an enforcement mechanism that can block edge (c1, c3)
conditional on it being immediately preceded by edge (c2, c1)
successfully removes F2 without harming F3.

In this paper, we propose to learn such history-based CFGs
by applying machine learning to sets of sample execution
traces. Since it is usually easier for code-consumers to exhibit
all features they wish to preserve (e.g., through a typical soft-
ware quality testing regimen), rather than discovering and
exhibiting those they wish to remove, we adopt a whitelisting
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approach: Let T1 and T2 be training sets of program execu-
tion traces that exhibit only software features that must be
preserved, and let T3 be a testing set that includes traces for
both wanted and unwanted features.

T1 and T2 are assumed to be noise-free; every trace exhib-
ited during training is a critical one that must be preserved
after control-flow removal. However, we assume there may be
additional critical traces requiring preservation that do not
appear in T1 or T2. The learning algorithm must therefore
conservatively generalize T1 and T2 in an effort to retain
desired functionalities and curtail undesired ones.

Traces are defined as sequences of control-flow edge traver-
sals. To accommodate modern code randomization protec-
tions (e.g., ASLR), which randomize the base addresses of
program memory sections at load-time, we encode the source
and destination addresses of edges as section-offset pairs
rather than absolute addresses. This keeps them invariant
across different randomizations.

Control-flow edge histories are defined as finite-length sub-
sequences of these traces. A history-based control-flow policy
can therefore be defined as a set of permissible control-flow
edge histories. While the logic for enforcing an entire history-
based control-flow policy could be large, the logic needed to
enforce the policy at any particular jump origin need only
consider the subset of the policy whose final edge begins at
that jump origin. This distributes and specializes the logic
needed to enforce the policy at any given jump site in the
program.

History lengths are not fixed in our model. While an upper
bound on history lengths is typically established for practical
reasons, our approach can consider different history lengths
at different jump sites based on an estimate of the benefits
(e.g., based on information gain). In our design, we first
suppose there is a fixed size (possibly large) for the histories,
and then proceed to accommodate different sized histories.

Our approach organizes the training flows into a probability
tree. For a given branch origin o, we build the tree as follows:
For each branch origin o discovered during training, we
construct a probability tree of depth H + 1, where H is the
maximum size of the history. The root is labeled with o. The
nodes in the first level correspond to different destinations
found for the root address during the training. Each node at
level k ≥ 2 of the tree is labeled with the destination of the
k − 1st edge traversal that occurred immediately before the
traversal history defined by the path from the root to the
node’s parent at level k. Each non-root node in the tree is
labeled with an address representing the branch target, and
each edge is labeled with a count representing the number of
times that particular address was the branch target given its
ancestors in the tree.

Figure 1 presents a sample tree for the address 0xb45e.
Two different branches with origin 0xb45e were observed
during training, having destinations 0xb5ea and 0xb8b0, and
occurring 5 and 10 times, respectively. (So address 0xb45e

was a branch origin 15 times in the training execution traces.)
For the branch with origin address offset 0xb45e and desti-
nation address offset 0xb5ea, three different addresses were
observed as the immediately following destinations. So for
example, in the training set there exists a trace in which
there was a jump with destination address offset 0xb48f,
followed by some non-branch instructions and a jump with
origin address offset 0xb45e and destination address offset
0xb5ea.

Figure 1: A probability tree for the branch origin
with address offset 0xb45e from the .text section

It is possible to group the false positive flows into three
categories: (1) There could be a valid jump origin that is
not in the training traces. (2) There could be a jump with a
different destination address not observed during training. (3)
There could exist an unobserved history for an observed jump
seen during training. Our preliminary experiments suggest
that the first case is rare, and can be largely mitigated using
binary static analysis to identify likely jump origins. However,
the other two cases are common due to the large variety of
possible execution traces exhibited by most software.

To address the problems of unobserved (but desired) jump
destinations and histories, we must generalize the tree to
include more child nodes than were explicitly observed during
training. In general, if training observes many diverse jump
destinations for a specific subtree, we infer that there is a high
chance that there exist additional, desired destinations that
were not observed. The same is true for diverse collections
of histories. So any node that has many child nodes with
low frequencies should be viewed as having low confidence.

To estimate this confidence level, we use entropy to calcu-
late an uncertainty value using the number of times different
child nodes of a node appeared in the training. The more
diverse the children of a node, the more entropy and uncer-
tainty it has. Using this metric, we remove sub-trees with
high entropy to relax the policy and admit more jump desti-
nations and more control-flow histories when jumping from
that origin. For example, in Figure 1 we might observe that
the entropy of the node with address offset 0xb5ea is 1.52Sh.
If our confidence threshold is less than that, then history
constraints are not enforced for jumps from that origin.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The test setup can be separated in two sequential parts.

The first part is the data generation that produces the ex-
ecution traces. For this we used the Pin dynamic instru-
mentation tool [16] to track all branches during each run of
each test program. Pin is appealing since it can track multi-
threaded programs as well as single threaded ones, though
we did not use any multithread programs in the preliminary
experiments reported here. Data generation requires a test
suite based on wanted and unwanted features. The second
part of the experiments is the data mining, which consists of
a learner that builds the probability trees and prunes certain
sub-trees based on the threshold entropy, as explained in
Section 2.
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New Branch New Branch
Origins Destinations

Branch Branch
Command Samples Origins Traces Origins Traces

cat -n 10 0.00 0.00 4.12 13.00
100 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

chmod -c 10 0.00 0.00 0.24 1.00
100 0.00 0.00 0.73 0.30

dd -ascii 10 0.00 0.00 0.71 3.00
100 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

ls -g 10 1.11 3.00 3.16 17.00
100 0.47 0.60 0.63 0.40

ls -l 10 1.84 7.00 3.37 25.00
100 0.76 0.50 0.61 0.40

tar 10 0.35 1.00 0.96 3.00
100 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.30

Table 1: Percentage of new flow origins and destina-
tions in test

An interesting consideration is whether to include uncon-
ditional jumps within histories. While one may think that
unconditional branches would be useless (since their destina-
tions are fixed), our experiments reveal that including them
in the history improves results because it aids in call-return
matching. Some calls (e.g., tail-calls) are implemented as
jump instructions, but all returns are indirect. Thus, includ-
ing one but not the other makes it more difficult to detect
control-flow anomalies that hijack a return to redirect it to
a non-caller.

Another consideration is whether to exclude library control-
flows from the program flow since they are shared, and it
may be infeasible to learn appropriate policies for them
based on profiling only one application that loads them. On
the other hand, if security is a priority, the user may be
interested in generating a specialized, non-shared version
of the shared library specifically for use by each security-
sensitive application. For this work, we only consider the
branch that targets the shared library and we omit from
consideration all subsequent flows until it returns to the
program code.

As mentioned earlier in Section 2, we encode addresses as
pairs consisting of the section name and the address offset.
In this way, ASLR randomization does not affect the results.
Also, it avoids side-effects associated with shared library
rebasing.

The false positive rates are shown in Tables 1 and 2. These
were computed from the test samples using the same features
as the trainings. False positives can be categorized into three
different types: new branch origins, new branch targets, and
new histories for known branches. Table 1 shows the results
regarding new branch origins and targets and anomaly de-
tected traces for different programs. Table 2 shows anomalous
histories detected. For any of these anomalies the percentage
of branch origins for which that kind of anomaly is found
and the percentage of execution traces marked as anomalous
are shown. For new history anomalies, the results are shown
for different history lengths. Also, for the rate of anomaly
detected traces for new history anomalies, two numbers are
given: the smaller (leftmost) is the rate of traces because
of new history anomalies, and the larger (rightmost) is the
ratio of total anomaly traces regarding all types of anomalies.
Both are shown, since it was observed that if a trace has

some kind of anomaly then there is a higher chance to have
another type as well.

The programs we exercised in the experiments are all
Linux command line programs. We chose these as a starting
point for our experiments because of the ease of creating test
suites for them. Experiments were conducted for 10, 100,
and 1000 training sample traces, with the same number for
testing. The tables are averaged over 10 random partitions
of traces into training and testing samples over a pull of 2000
trace samples. None of our experiments exhibited any false
positives with more than 1000 samples, indicating that our
approach is very promising at reasonable sample sizes.

Another interesting result is the percentage of each kind
of branch flow among anomalies. We categorized branch
flows into return branches, indirect calls, indirect branches
(indirect jumps), and system calls. (We did not consider
direct branches because their destinations are constant, and
therefore there is no need to enforce control-flow guards for
them.) Table 3 shows for each program the percentage of each
kind of branch flow among anomalous branch origins. Most
of the false positive detected edges are return branches. This
indicates that our approach might benefit from specialized
techniques specifically for return branches (e.g., [30]).

Tables 1 and 2 use the training tree described in Section 2
without generalizing the tree using the entropy threshold.
Table 4 shows the results for the same arrangement of samples,
but after pruning subtrees with entropy over 1Sh. As shown
in the tables, the number of anomalies are reduced mainly
when the number of samples are few. This provides a means
to derive reasonable approximate policies when there are not
enough samples to make a stronger CFI policy. One may
notice that the ratio of total anomaly traces in most cases
does not change. The reason is that we pruned the tree just
for histories and not for branch targets, since relaxing branch
targets allows the attacker to misuse the branch and redirect
the program as many times as he wants to different locations,
making a loop out of the branch with relaxed target [6].

Furthermore, the false negative rate for any program us-
ing any number of samples was zero, suggesting that our
approach is strong enough to find other sound but unwanted
behaviors of programs. To measure false negative rate, we
used test samples that apply different command-line argu-
ments (or possibly no arguments) than those specified as
consumer-desired functionalities in the training samples. For
example, we tested ls -l against ls -a and ls -g, and vice
versa. Similarly, we tested tar against tar -Hposix, along
with other programs and features.

The zero false negative rate is mainly achieved via detection
of anomalous targets, because any other program behavior
has at least one branch target not found in the training. If
we only consider anomalous histories, the false negative rate
significantly increases. For example, when trained on ls -l

and tested on ls -g with 10 samples for each of the training
and test sets, the false negative rate rises to 93% for history
size 1, and 71% for history size 5 if anomalous targets are not
considered. As an extreme example, when trained on cat

-n and tested on cat with no switches, the false negative
rate becomes 100% for all experiments without the benefits
of anomalous target detection. We conjecture that higher
program complexity appears to lower false negative rates
in general for our technique, since the greater complexity
highlights anomalous flows, making them easier to detect.
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History size = 1 2 3 4 5

Branch Branch Branch Branch Branch
Command Samples Origins Traces Origins Traces Origins Traces Origins Traces Origins Traces

cat -n 10 0.00 0.00/13.00 1.18 2.00/15.00 1.18 2.00/15.00 5.29 12.00/20.00 6.47 15.00/23.00
100 0.00 0.00/ 0.00 0.00 0.00/ 0.00 0.00 0.00/ 0.00 1.18 0.30/ 0.30 1.18 0.30/ 0.30

chmod -c 10 0.00 0.00/ 1.00 0.00 0.00/ 1.00 0.00 0.00/ 1.00 0.24 1.00/ 1.00 0.24 1.00/ 1.00
100 0.00 0.00/ 0.30 0.00 0.00/ 0.30 0.00 0.00/ 0.30 0.73 0.30/ 0.30 1.46 0.70/ 0.70

dd -ascii 10 0.00 0.00/ 3.00 0.00 0.00/ 3.00 0.00 0.00/ 3.00 1.43 3.00/ 3.00 2.50 10.00/10.00
100 0.00 0.00/ 0.00 0.00 0.00/ 0.00 0.00 0.00/ 0.00 0.00 0.00/ 0.00 0.36 0.10/ 0.10

ls -g 10 0.00 0.00/18.00 1.27 12.00/25.00 1.90 17.00/25.00 2.53 17.00/25.00 3.01 20.00/28.00
100 0.00 0.00/ 1.00 0.31 0.30/ 1.30 0.31 0.30/ 1.30 0.63 0.40/ 1.30 1.10 1.30/ 2.20

ls -l 10 0.92 13.00/28.00 2.30 24.00/36.00 2.91 30.00/36.00 3.99 30.00/36.00 5.21 32.00/37.00
100 0.00 0.00/ 0.70 0.91 0.60/ 1.30 1.37 0.60/ 1.30 2.43 1.20/ 1.70 3.03 1.70/ 2.10

tar 10 0.00 0.00/ 3.00 0.09 1.00/ 3.00 0.09 1.00/ 3.00 0.17 1.00/ 3.00 0.61 8.00/ 8.00
100 0.00 0.00/ 0.30 0.00 0.00/ 0.30 0.09 0.20/ 0.30 0.09 0.20/ 0.30 0.17 0.30/ 0.30

Table 2: Percentage of flow origins having history anomalies and traces found as anomaly in test - Without
pruning the training tree

Branch Types

Indirect Indirect
Programs Returns Calls Branches

cat -n 94.00 6.00 0.00
chmod -c 91.00 2.00 7.00
dd -ascii 93.00 7.00 0.00
ls -g 86.00 6.00 8.00
ls -l 86.00 6.00 8.00
tar 88.00 9.00 3.00

Table 3: Percentage of each branch type among
anomaly branch origins

4. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
The preliminary experiments reported here are restricted

to small software applications for which distinct function-
alities can be clearly defined—e.g., in the form of differing
command-line switches and arguments. Future work should
consider more elaborate software applications for which de-
sired and undesired functionalities may be more difficult to
clearly distinguish. For example, multithreaded applications
in which certain threads perform background tasks unrelated
to the particular functionalities exhibited in the training set
could introduce noise not present in our data set. Such noise
may demand elaborations of our entropy-based technique.

Future work should also explore the effects of practical
limitations on training set data for certain common types
of applications. For example, user-interactive applications
present special challenges for constructing comprehensive
training sets, since their inputs tend to be time- and context-
sensitive. In this paper, we consider only non-interactive
applications.

The approach explored in this work is purely data-driven [9];
policies are derived and enforced purely based on runtime
trace-monitoring. We speculate that static binary analyses,
such machine learning-based disassembly [35], could further
improve our results by priming our trace-based learner with
code features difficult to identify during dynamic analysis.
An example is the branch origin identification suggested
in Section 3. In future work we intend to investigate this
possibility.

Our entropy-based approach to quantifying confidence on
edge origins is one of many possible metrics that might be
investigated. We believe this area can be recognized as a new
research direction on how to generalize an empirical control
flow graph built on sample traces. Improved results might
be obtainable from more sophisticated anomaly detection
solutions.

Finally, we have not yet investigated the performance trade-
offs associated with different forms of in-lined enforcement
of the policies derived from our approach. Evaluating such
enforcement strategies is an important avenue for future
investigation.

5. CONCLUSION
A data-driven, customer-is-always-right approach to auto-

matically removing developer-intended but consumer-unwant-
ed functionalities from binary software was proposed and
evaluated. Preliminary results are promising; we were able
to safely and automatically exclude functionalities associated
with certain command-line options of linux shell commands
without harming desired functionalities, and without inspect-
ing or analyzing source code or performing aggressive binary
reverse-engineering.

Our approach innovates a probability tree-based control-
flow graph approximation in which confidence levels are
quantified using entropy. Such policies are shown to be
derivable automatically by code-consumers through trace-
monitoring, given a suitably large training set of runs.

We believe the development of such enforcement mecha-
nisms will bridge an important gap in modern day software
security solutions by mitigating attacks that misuse soft-
ware features that were intentionally included by software
developers of general-purpose, mass-distributed products,
but that are unneeded by consumers of these products in
more specialized, mission-critical computing contexts.
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History size = 1 2 3 4 5

Branch Branch Branch Branch Branch
Command Samples Origins Traces Origins Traces Origins Traces Origins Traces Origins Traces

cat -n 10 0.00 0.00/13.00 1.18 2.00/15.00 1.18 2.00/15.00 5.29 12.00/20.00 6.47 15.00/23.00
100 0.00 0.00/ 0.00 0.00 0.00/ 0.00 0.00 0.00/ 0.00 1.18 0.30/ 0.30 1.18 0.30/ 0.30

chmod -c 10 0.00 0.00/ 1.00 0.00 0.00/ 1.00 0.00 0.00/ 1.00 0.24 1.00/ 1.00 0.24 1.00/ 1.00
100 0.00 0.00/ 0.30 0.00 0.00/ 0.30 0.00 0.00/ 0.30 0.73 0.30/ 0.30 1.46 0.70/ 0.70

dd -ascii 10 0.00 0.00/ 3.00 0.00 0.00/ 3.00 0.00 0.00/ 3.00 1.43 3.00/ 3.00 2.50 10.00/10.00
100 0.00 0.00/ 0.00 0.00 0.00/ 0.00 0.00 0.00/ 0.00 0.00 0.00/ 0.00 0.36 0.10/ 0.10

ls -g 10 0.00 0.00/18.00 1.27 12.00/25.00 1.27 12.00/25.00 1.42 13.00/25.00 1.90 16.00/28.00
100 0.00 0.00/ 1.00 0.31 0.30/ 1.30 0.31 0.30/ 1.30 0.63 0.40/ 1.30 0.78 0.40/ 1.30

ls -l 10 0.92 13.00/28.00 2.30 24.00/36.00 2.30 24.00/36.00 2.45 24.00/36.00 3.68 26.00/37.00
100 0.00 0.00/ 0.70 0.91 0.60/ 1.30 1.37 0.60/ 1.30 2.43 1.20/ 1.70 2.88 1.30/ 1.80

tar 10 0.00 0.00/ 3.00 0.09 1.00/ 3.00 0.09 1.00/ 3.00 0.17 1.00/ 3.00 0.61 8.00/ 8.00
100 0.00 0.00/ 0.30 0.00 0.00/ 0.30 0.09 0.20/ 0.30 0.09 0.20/ 0.30 0.17 0.30/ 0.30

Table 4: Percentage of flow origins having history anomalies and traces found as anomaly in test - Using the
pruned training tree with threshold 1Sh
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